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The purpose of this paper is tuofold: first, to provide a rationcle

for the desian and use of a nonverbal coder-training system, and second,

to provide an explanation anc: description of the trainina package.

The rationale underlying the desian and application for this training

Procedure will be based on a review of the research l!terature in three

prinary ar,tas: 1) learning theory, 2) nonverbal researoh, and 3) in-

structional technology. Further, this rationale will identify the rela-
,

tionship of 1) the impact of nonverbal communication within the classroom

-e
context, 2) the use of affective teachino models for teacher-ltroining arzi

3) the availability and use of instructional technology in-designing this

training system.

Rationale

Communication theorists have lona bolieved that a relationship exists

between the spoken word of a communictor and the i,Joverbal cues accompanyinn

that verbal behavior (Knapp, 1S72; Galloway, 1972; Peggy Amidon, 197!).

These extralinauistie codes have been identified as serving such functions

as reinforcing or denying the meaning of -spoken words. These kehaviors

may act as qualifiers to the verbal by performing additional functions as

accentirg, reculatina, or substituting for the spoken mcssacr, (Knapp, 1972;

Rucsch and Kees, 1956).

Feyond this relational effect between verbal and nunverbal communi-

cation, nonverbal Messages unaccompanied by verbal counterparts are believed

capable of conveying important meanings -(Love and Roderick, 1972.: Amidon,

1 371).
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Quickly noticed, however, is the paucity of information regarding

the role of nonverbal communication in the classroom setting. This lack

of research is reaffirmed by Knapp: "The classroom is a veritable gold

mine of nonverbal behavior which has been relatively untapped by scientific

probes."
1 Moreover, P. Amidon araues that the basic function of communi-

cation has been "...traditionally to arriVe at shared meaning through the

use of verbal and nonverbal codes."
2

Accepting the-position taken by these communication theorists, it

becomes important to identify the role of nonverbal communication in the

learning context, and to establish the need to concentrate on the pedc-

goaical implications of teacher classroom behavior.

Sociologists and psychologists _including'Roaers (1570), Riesman

(1950, 1971), Fromm (1944), and Mahcr (1970), tend to arrive at consensus

reaarding the-role of communication in education. The role of the indi-

vidual in society is one of conformity and implies that one of the most

significant links between the individual and society is the "...way in

which society insures some degree of conformity from the individuals who

make it t;p."3 From this viewpoint, education, the school, is a primary

social institution that insures societal order thi-ough communication. in

this perspective, Victoria's statement that schooling is "...a communica-

tiom process--not only in the traditional sense of transmitting knowledge

or inculcating values, but more particularly in relation to interpersonal

4
behavior," not only reinforces the stated role of communication but

emphasizes the interpersonal nature of it.

The impact of communication on the teacher-student helationship in

quantitative terms is impressive. It is possible for the teacher to
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encounter as many as l,30 such interactions per day (Rogers, 1970).

Highet (1570), supports the corc'ept that comnunication is the most vital

component of education. "2ommunication, the transmission of thou0;t from

one mind to others, is one of the basic activities of the human race...

teachind is only one of the many occupations that depend upon it, and

depend upon it absolutely."'

lore specifically, a survey of literature reveals an increased

research interest in the nonverbal interaction between teacher and stu-

dent (Theory into Practice, 1971- Crant and Hennings, 1971; parr, 1929;

Strother, 1571; Lail, 13(2; Galloway, 1572). These exploratory probes

---
consist of attempts to identLfr; tabulate and analyze nonverbal moves of

teachers in the educational setting (Love and Roderick, 1971; Strother,

1371;.Lail, 136C; Galloway, 1,572).

Related research efforts supporting this interest in nonverbal

teaching behaviors include the works of creed' (1571), and Strother (1371),

that identified and manipulated nonverbal cues, such as eye contact, and

affects on source attractiveness and receiver comprehension.

Perhaps the primary implications of this intense interest in non-

verbal actions within the classro)m are the attempts to identify and

categorize effective nonverbal behavi'ors by teachers and finally to develop

more meaninnful programs/models of teacher improvement. The inherent, yet

still somewhat tentative assumption underlying these implications, is that

certain nonverbal behaviors are supportive of, or ftdicative of effective

and ineffective learninc conditions jqj the classroom context.'

Most representative of these investigatiogs involving the identifi-

cation, tabulation, and analysis of 'communicator influence in terms of

5



nonverbal motions are Love and Roderick (1571), Galloway (1962), Grant

and Hennings (1371), and Civikly (1373).

Galloway's poineerinc study in 1962 established systematic techniques

of investiaating nonverbal motions during the interaction between teacher

and students. Two valuable results of Galloway's investigation were the

development and validation ofseven categories of teachers' nonverbal,

classroom behavior and secondly, the conclusion that elementary school

teachers "..,.differed in their ability and inclination to be encouraging

or inhibiting in their communicative-contacts with pupils.
6

Grant and Pennings 1971 study was a useful extension of Galloway's

Work. 'The.author's' goal was to answer the question. liow can we improve

teaching? In seeking the answer to this question, Grant and Hennings

tried to determine nonverbal characteristics of teacher-behavior and how

teachers rela,te to their verbal activity, cedagoaical functioning, and

individual teacher style.
7 Though more comprehensive than Galloway's work,

the nature of both study dcsigns limited the interpretation of teachers'

moves. Both approaches were descriptive examinations of teachers' moves!

and attempted only to compare each instructor alona dimensions such as a

comparison between verbal and nonverbal motions.

To extend and strengthen such conclusions, however, a comparison

between the Qualitative evaluation of a teacher'.s performance (effective

or ineffective), and the quantity or frequency of different types of

nonverbal actions exhibited by thc teacher may enable researchers to con-

struct more effective teaching models if in fact "effective and ineffective

teachers exhibit different (types or frequency) of nonverbal moves.,

6



TEACHING MCJDEIS

Assuming this need for comparison, in order to develop newer, more

beneficial models, the researcher rust consider certain concepts under-

lying learnine and the impact of nonverbal communication in the classroom.

A critical assumption is that throuch this comparative analysis of

teachers' roves, models can be generated. Specifically, researchers design

rodiNs by isolating elements of the total communication process for pur-
:

poses /lof observing particular components of the total process in order

thatthey may use the observable elements in training situations. If

Gibson's (l963), rationale for the use of teaching modols is acceptable;

that such models are among the 'most effective teaching instruments, it

can be impl!ed that the generation of more complete, real to life, teaching

models basad on a comparative analysis of effective and ineffective

teacher's nonverbal behaviors is justified. Gibson states:

It is widely agreed that performance models are
amona our most effective teaching instruments. As

teachers of speech, we instruct our students to
read speeches acclaimed as classics. The prepara-

tion of teachers can follow the same general route.
When a student microteaches a.unit in an unusually
effective and creative manner, his performance
should be.extracted from the videotape and pre-
served

8
for, replay to methods classes in succeeding

terms.

Allen and Ryan reaffirm this conviction that "perhaps the most effective

way to irstruct teachers in the use of these nonverbal cues is to show

them a model using these cues in a teaching context."
9

Restating the importance of studying teachers' nonverbal behaviors;

tha findings of Galloway, Grant and Hennings and Adams and Biddle are

illustrative of the'impact of cxtralinguistic moves in the classroom.

Indeed, if we define learning as a "relatively permanent.change in a



behavieral tendency and is the resu:t of reinforced practice..."
10

where

"the reinforced practice is the cause of the learning,11 i" t becomes

apparent that the nonverbal and verbal behaviors of a teacher do act as

reinforcers of behaviors (Thorndyke, 1913; Verplanck, 1955; and Rosenthal

and Jacobson; 196S).

The implications'of this concept of nonverbal moves in terms of

reinforcers of behavior are that nonverbal behavior can be either inten-

tional or unintentional. The teacher can intentionally communicate

(nonverbally) such thinas as: that students should be quiet, be seated,

or that c1e5s is not yet over. DeCecco would argue that this nonverbal

behavior is subsumed within a total verbal framework, that teachers

-utilize nonverbal cues attempting appropriate motrvation practices in-

cluding: well-timed smiles and pats, a furrowed brow, or directing.with

a pointed finger (DeCecco, 1968).

On the other hand, the teacher may unintentionally exhibit personal

moves such as posture chances, scratching his ear, or twisting a ring on

his finaer. Regardless of the nonverbal cue, they serve to convey

meanings to the students. Further, theprocess of schooling is a communi-

cation process involving verbal and nonverbal codes (Victoria, 1972).

indeed, as Knapp states, "The subtle nonverbal influences (underlinina

mine) in the classroom can sometimes have dramatic results.. "
12

These

nonverl3a1 behaviors may serve to identify the teacher's authoritarian,

role. The implication to be drawn here is that the teacher can do little

to avoid controlling the classroom activities of the students. In other

words, though the teabher's authority is based on:School law, his nonverbal



'oehavior in this role can.be conceived (by the student). as imv1.,:ed

or as a suppertive behavior to students who are capable of controlling

themselves. The essence of this amounts to making distinctions -egardin:

the types of authority exercised. This conclusion can alFo be r.xt,!nded

to other teacher roles such as the student's concept of the teacher as

13
human, as :nterested or disinterested, or as excited or bored.

Investigating teacher influence in the classroom context is a aiffi-

eult task. Though most researchers would accept aenerally defined clasr'-

floations of nonverbal motions (Knapp, :972), identifying the meanino

these moves in a specific c4text recires more than an understanding cL

general labels.

Yith few exceptions, the majority of invesziaations aimed at icknti-

fying nonverbal behaviors have cent.?red around first, the dev-216pnien.t. o";)

categories of nonverbal moves, and second, the utilization of the most

aPpropriate methods of recording these mutions (Galloway, 1966; 6rcrit an(

Hennings, 1971; Love and Roderick, 1971; Civlkly, 1973). These two com-

ponents, category systems and ffek.:tive recording of nonverbal acts,

perhaps the most crucial and difficult to achieve in nonverbal researcli.

A comprehensive review of the research literature in nonverbal

comiiunication will emphasize the difficulty in identJfyin9 and clef:nth,:

nonverbal motions. illustrative of this point is the fact that researchers

have sufficiently isolated and defined the research variables within the

context.of nonverbal behaviors in the classroom (Galloway, 1962; Love and

Roderick, 1971; Grant and Hennings, 1971; Civikly, 1973). These

researchers have developed and tested nonverbal category systems; most

9



notnble of which is the Lovc and Roderick system (i.iciud?d her,).

Ekman and Friesen have defined nonverbal motions as "...any m-vemr;i:.

or position of the face and or the body...," that provide a general conce:...

of these motions.' Though adequate, this definition fails to provide the

specificity necessary for the task at hand, that ir identifying, label'ng

and coding specific nonverbal -lotions. However, the Love and Roderick

Nonverbal Catecories provide the necessary specificity by means of

operationalizing the meaning of nonverbal behaviors of teache-rs within

classroom context (see Trainers Guide).

Moreover,ithe simplicity of the Loy-. and Roderick system in terms

1

of practicalitY of use and procedurL.:; for coding further enhance this

selection. Evlidence of the eff:.ctive operationalization
and strust..:re

of this system lies in the reported inter-coder reliability levels of

approximately .83.

Finally,.the varied application of the Love and Roderick cate7ories

ranging from elementary to secondary teacher situations across a variety

of subject areas suggests this to be a potentially strong and valid inst-l-

mant. For these reas)ns, the Love and Roderick system is considered

representative cf the substantial strides in this area.

HcYlever, most of thee category systems require the combined ,:.`f-:t;ve

use of 1) a human elemeot, and 2) tejinologidal aspects; two components

of primary concern to this project. First, all of these coding systems

demand that nonverbal motions be identiried, analyzed (in terms oF their

approprioteness for a single category), and coded or tabulated by human

=der's. It is precisely this human element that can be considered a

weakness in this research format.



The process of codine assumes that the coders 1) have a comprehensive

understanding of the full range of nonverbal motions subsumed within the

particular category system, 2) that coders can distinguish between different

motions and context of occurrence, and 3) tht coders can assign to appro-

priate categories consistently over time. These three assum-tions, if

fulfilled, should provide acceptable levels of coder reliability.

Tha issue of coder reliability is important for three reasons.

First, the researcher must design a coder training system that is capable jr

of insuring satisfactory intercoder, and intracoder reliability figures.

Second, to date each category system available utilizes different catenor-

ies, different definitions of nonverbal moves, and different coding pro-

cedures. Specifically, there is little generalization/standardization of

these elements from one system to another. Third, to establish coder

reliability, provision must be made to provide specific definitions and

examples of each category of moves for the coders.

Clearly implied within the literature is the fact that these category

systems are being used in different contexts and seek to identify parti-

cular characteristics of nonverbal moves specific to the investigation.

However, also implied from the data available is that none of the investi-

gations are achieving consistent coder reliability levels. Reported

reliability figures range from (Civikly, 1973) to .88 (Love and Roder-

ick, 1971) to .97 (Grant and Hennings, 1970.* Fioures are not available

*The .97 reliability figure shown for the Grant and Hennings, 1571

system docs not indicate an overall coefficient of agreement. It does

represent an appropriate level of agreement within one of their two

major categories.



for current investiaations utilizing Galloway's cateaories.

Based on this need to develop a coder training system designed to

insure significantly consistent coder reliability levels, the goal of this

project is to desian a training program that will buird confidence and

reliability for the coders as they apply the Love-Roderick catc-ory system

to real life video presentations of teacher classroom nonverba. behavior.

This desion will feature 1) the use of instructional technology

primarily regarding the format of the coder and trainer working guides,

and the recording of nonverbal moN.)ts; and 2) the development of specific

definitions, rules and training procedures on concepts of learning.

MTRUCTI01AL TECHNOLOGY

Instructional technology is the non-human element of nonverbal research.

The importance of technological elements in this regard is unquestioned.

Researchers have utilized numerous forms of 2quipment trying to determine

the most efficient methods of recording nonverbal moves. roucher and

r
Ekman (1975), utilized photographs in investigations of facial affects.

Birdwhistell (1970), has developed a complicated set of pictures/symbols

for use in his kinesic analysis system. Most notable of current develop-

ments in the use of technology is the computerized approach designed by

Ekman and his associates (1970), that involves the coordinated use of

videotape recorders and cameras, video-disc recorders and data processina

equipment.

Most significant in terms of support for combining instructional

technology end design with a training program based on concepts of

12



learning and nonverbal (lat.-) is perhaps a deflnition.of instructional

teChnoloay.

...Inst ,onology goes beyond any par-

ticular meu LII 01 device. In this sense, in-

structional technology is more than the sum of its

parts.. It is a systematic way of designing,
-carrYiKg- out, and evaluating the total process of
learning and teachlna in terms of specific objec-
tives, based on research in human learning and
communication, and employing a cAbination of
human and nonhuman resivces to bring about,more
effective instruction.

Perhaps somewhat ideal in terms of its widespread application, this

definition serves to support the attempt to. develop and utilize learninci-

training packages on a foundation consisting of both the human and tecil-
.

nical concepts of learning.

There are restrictions on any research Project. One of the most

forceful limitations is the type, quality and amount of technological

egUipment 'available tb the researcher. Lacking 'the sophisticated_equip-

ment available to Ekman et al., this project will utilile the facilities

.of the bepartMentiOf Speech and Dramatic Art,. University of Missouri-

Columbia, The equipment tures: .1) one Ampex VP .5100 one inch video

retorder, 2) one Wollens. k 3M Videocassette system, and 3) two GBC VF-302

cameras.,

EXPLANATION: THE TRAINING sYsTP

.

The purpose of this tratntng program is to bulld experimental con-
__

fldence and reliability for nonveri;a1/coders as theyap ly 1) the Love-

Roderick category system to practice tapeS-and 2) to subseauent 1-life

video presentations of teacher classroom behavior. Three questions will

13 /.



be considered in this portion of the paper. 1) Which category system

will be applied, and why, 2).What method will be employed to determine

coder reliability, and 3) Hoy./ s.h, the packade be designed?

CAiTGORY SYSTEH

The Love and Roderick system has been thosen for Use in this project.
15

The criteria for this choqce include both the appropriatehess of thls-

instrUment for use in analyzing nonverbal moves within the classroom ton-
:,

text, and the validity-reliability of the instrument.

As previously stated, the Love and Roderick system was selected be-

cause it was designed to operationalize motions_of_theteacher within the

classroom context; moreover, their category system has been validated

through application in several educational settings ranging from elementary

to secondary levels and across a\variety ofsubject areas. Intercoder

16
reliability levels of .88 have been reported. After examining several

nonverbal category systems (Grant ahd Hennings, 1971; Galloway, 1962),

the Love and Roderick system was chosen specifically for the reasons cited.

In addition, even thoug other category systems have shown higher relia-

bility levels (Grant and Hennings, 1971), it should be noted that the

/

Grant and.Hennings system provides categories of a seriously general for-

mat. This vagueness, of the Grant and Hennings system, stems from the

fact that only two major cateclories are included, instructional moves and

personal motions of the teacher.

Thouah each of-these two tategories, instructonal and personal are.

defined, and examples provided..for each, it appears that heaViest emphasis

14
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is placed on the instructional moves of the teacher. Therefore, ,the

system does not appear to concentrate on those moves, such as Supportive

behaviOrs, that would fall on a possible continuum between instructional

and persr!' ,fl.s. In cOntrast, the nine categories of the Love and

Roderic e more sensitive to, and inclusive of this wider ranne

of teacher motions

-DATA,ANALYSIS

Determination of eoder reliability will be completed through

method- f percentaae agreement (Fox, 1969). For example, "the percentage

of agreement is equal to 100 times the numbers of units of data coded

identiceily-divided by the total number of units of data coded."
17

This

procedure will provide the capabilit necessary to measuro both inter-

-coder and intra-coder consistency of reliability.

TRAINING DESIGN

The training package includes: 1) a coder's training guide, 2)

trainer's guide, 3) a video-cassette-film comprised of trainina sequences

and 4) a final presentation prepared to exhibit behaviors that will be

examined by the coders in the actUal treatment,

1 6
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TRAINI4 GUIDES

Concept learning is commonly defined as "...a category into which

.experiences may'be classified.
18

For example, the word car represents a ,

category into which many other particular objects within the environment

sified. More specificb ,y then, nonverbal motions are.con-

.

cepts into which other attributes or motions within thu environment may

be classified. 'For instance, Love.and Roderick's second category displays

students ideas,- will include several-nonverbal
behaviors With similar

charaCteristics. These behaviors, therefore, serve as the defining

agents for that concept. They may include such teacher moves as: 1)

writing student's comments on,the board, or 2) putting student's work on

the bulletin-board. Obviously then, there are behaviors that moul_ not

be included ithin this category. C- rncample of such a behavior .:ould

the teacher col ,cts a stud,ent's wor discards it in the was _ can.

The concept learning task of id (ing,and labeling nonverba;

behaviors thus involves attribute idt. .ification. In, this sense, L:pd,_-s

must be capable of selecting and grouping together, those nonverb2

behaviors that belong togethe. (are very similar) and ioentifying the

appropriate category into which the arouped behaviors should be classified.

This' process irplies that the coders will, of neceSsity, be able to

N:

differentiate t.--.,se.behaviors
that 4- not "fit" within a given category

(negative examples). ,/

The format and components of both training/guides are based on severa! /
/

,assumptions of learning: first, that this task, the identification,

coding and retording of. teachers' nonverbal
motions, involves concept

formatiOn, second,'that there are conditions underlying effective concept
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learning-formation, third, that these conditions for learning must be es-

tablished before effective concept formation can occur, and fourth, that

the knowledge and ability to apply concepts must be evaluated (Travers,

1967; Bourne, 1966; Gagne, 1966, 1974; and Davis, Alexander and Yelon, 1974).

Each of th e.se conditions have been satisfied within the structure of

.this trang program. The coders' task involves the identification and

categorization of nonverbal motions. This task requires the learning of

concepts and the ability,te apply both, definitions, and ruleS pertinent

to each category. This task-is necessary before efficient ceding behavior

an OCCUr.

A nMew of?literatUre stronglyOmphasizes four major tenditions

tc the learning of tencepts. The most importert of these conditions

st.7-,te that the learner needs.specific def ni,tions of each concept.
19

-lese Hnitions must be learned and applied (Markle, 1975; Bourne, 1966;

,, 1967). Moreover, learnina theorists suggest that these defini-

cns include a listina of'positive and nepative exemplars for purposes

IrificatIon (Markle, 1979 Gagne, 1974). Crucial to this defining

95 is the statement of ru.- that "specify hot. the relevant

_riL tes are combined for use classUying stiruli."
2a

r,-sed on these necessary con,itions, the following steps were taken

to ins_re effective coder training. Following the guidelines of Gagne

(197 coder objectives were devloped. These objectives specify: 1)

/

t to be carried out, and how, 2) the end result to be expected,
4D

situation or information requise to achieving the task, 4)

mc '!s to be uscd to carry out'thetask, and finallY, 5) a precise state-

necessary rules or capabilities required for this task.
21

17
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Additional inclusions are trainer objectives based on these same criteria;

these goals are intended to enhance the trainer's ability to aid the coders'

progress.

To exemplify this structure, an example of such a coder objective

follows.

Given thrce video tape sequences, for\each practice

session, (each ten seconds in length), -- (situation)

-- the coder will-be able to/distinguish, identify
(action) -- ahd classify -- (object) -- those non-

verbal behaviors illustrative, -- (capability required)

-- of each category presented -- (tools).

Indeed, these objectives must be reinforced through training; therefore,

gpidelines for coder behavior-were established to clarify this task.

Exemplary Of these guidelines is the statement:

Ho value judgement is assigned to any nonverbal

behavior. Coders are not to argue with or evaluate
these motions, only identify and code them. 'The

intended purpose behind these guidelines is to clarify

the objectives and to prepare the coder for the

follow-up training sessions.

.

The general goal of the remainder of the trainihg'guide is to opera-

tionalite the categoritit/concepts for the coders. The approach taken to

achieve this goal consists of nine sequences, one for each category; thus,

each category is (independently) presented and studied to insure simplicity

both in learning the task and in performing the task. Since the coders

will be classifying behaviors appropriate to only one category at a time,

confusion can be avoided.

In addition, each category sequence includes a specific definition

of the concept, a listing of positive exemplars, a statement of rules per-

taining to that concept, and a listing of negative exemplars for comparison

purposes. Gagne (1975), insists that evaluation criteria be established

18
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for each objecLive. In this context, the criteria of evaluation is stated

Within'the trainer's guide: Specifical.ly, the minimum acceptable level

of reliability (which is the evaluative tool), for this.program is a .75
-

intra-\coder an0 inter-coder confidence level. Determination of this level

\

for peceptance was based on those levels previously s '0.c1 7n

Reliebility levels ranged from approximately .60 to .95. Therefore, the

.75 level of reliability was deemed as a reasonable compromise between the

reported .60 and .97,1evel range. Indeed, it is the goa\l, of this training

procedure to establish guidelines for obtaining not only acceptable levels

of reliability, but to do So in a consistent manner.

VIDEO TAP:::
--;

:The deo tapes are designed to provide practical experience consistent

with both guides; that is, following each sequence a minimum of thirty

seconds of actual teaching segments is provided. Both positive and negativ_

exemplars of that Particular category are demcnstrated. Also included in

the guide are coder-sheets t entical to those that' will be psed in final

sessions. 'The video tapes p ovide practice for the manual requirements of

the task, and also familiariz coders and trainers with the time

sequencing on the tapes.

The advantages derived from 'the use of'video-cassette playback are.

numerous. They include:- 1) 1nStant pinyback retrieval capabilities-;that

\
alloW for ea'se in viewingand reviewing, 2) immediate feedback for both

.the coders and trainers in that followjng an initial coding session, a
1

replay of the sequen:e combined with discussion and additional clarifica-

tion will enhance the coders' understandinc particular 3) use

19
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of the tapes will enable the ,zoder to become fanitiar with the stimuli in

terms of previewing the tape, and 4) the trainer can Manipulate or vary

the number of viewings to guarantee overlearcang effects.

With this analysis of thu rIing pack, and ihe awarenc.ss that

coding is not reliable, aLl other aspects.ofthis form of research are

automaically unreliable, the reader is invited to examine portions of

thp coders manLoi included herein.

20
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SUMMARY

The purpose of this training is to build confidence and r/ei-iability

for the coders as they apply the Love.:Roderick category system to practice

tapes and then to subsequent real life video presentations oft_eacher

classroom behavior.

Five sub-goals are incorporated wrthin this prupose statement--

they are:

I) To provi0de you with a working definition of nonverbal,

communicatio .

2) To familiari::: you with the use of the Love-Roderick

category sys:m.

) To answer any questions you may have regarding the use of

this category system.

4) To provide you with the opportunity to apply the category
system to practice tapes.

5) To provide you the opportuhity tO apply the category system

to actual teaching presentations.

GENERAL ONECTIVE

After working through the training guide, video tape presentation

and practice situations, the coder will be able to distinguish, identify

and categorize specific teacher nonverbal behavior into one of the nine

nonverbal categories studies.

SPECIFIC CODER OBIIECTIVES

Given three video tape sequences, for each practice session (each

ten seconds in length), the coder will be able to classify those nonverbal

behaviors illustrative of categories:

1) Accepts or praises student behavior

2) Displays students ideas

3) Shows interost in student behavior

4) Move 'n 'tat it-to-teacher interaction

5) a " t " ,nts

6) c y toward students

7) Focuses students' attention on important points

8) Demonstrates and/or illustrates

9) Personal motions

28
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GROUND RULES FOR TALLYING THE LOVE-ODERICK
CATEG.ORIES OF TEACHER NVVEKIAL 2EHAVIOR

judgment is assHned to any nonverbal behavior.
not to argue with or evaluate these motions, only identify
)em.

2. _Nen is distinguished from category eight by looking at the
Jhavior in terms of the "whole": if the nonverbal behavior
focus the students' attention on one part of the whole, it
-y seven, as opposed to showing the student an entire concept
:ategory eight. For example, if a teacher shoots a foul shot
p of students, this is tallied as Cateogory eight. While if

a shows how to hold the ball for a foul shot, this is focusing
c. irt of the total act and is tallied in category sever.

A t ond time interval will be used for.tabulation, e.n., at :he
enc during each ten second interval you are to code the behaviors
obs at that time. At the end of each interval the machine may be
st nd if necessary the preceding irterval of time r,r)layed.

lies to both practice tapes and -aal life tapes.)

. A -

S.

atLucl,

r is recorded by a ( ) on the tally sheet. A separate tally
recorded for each behavior obse-ved. For example, if the
accepts or praises student behav,pr' by smiling--'focuses
-ttention on important points by Jsine a pointer and 'shows
toward students' by frowning, th.an three separate tallies
recorded--one for each category.

,:acher simultaneously 'accepts or praises student 'behavior'
ng head affirmatively while 'showing interest in student

-' by maintaining eye contact, then a tally for each category
recorded.

v. teacher uses simultaneously several Moves-all belonging to the
sone category then only one tally is recorded for that observation.

7. Any teacher behavior exhibited during a ten second sequence is to be
noted once, e.g., if the teacher maintains eye contact throughout,the
ten seconds it is recorded once. If the teacher has contact, then
_breaks it and returns to it all during the same time sequence, then
two tallies are made for eye contact during that time interval.

3. A list of positive examples is provided for each behaviOr. category.

Remember, that these arc not the only possible answers/instances of
e h rnregory. They are not inclusive.

2 9



7)12ND RULES 'OTTIW...TE"

Defi-ni

definitior of n 'verpal communicati ehavior most a:--plica le t-

lis task is: "any movement or positic the f.1-2e pmd/cr- the body '*

eye contact, facial expressions, .:ure, :raral body r -vemer

.:stures, etc.)

le actual defir17--
-he Repertoire of

Semiotica.

stated comc. :rom.: Paul Ekman and !/allace Friesen,

ierbal Behav -: Categories, Origins, Usage and

3 0



CATEGC _ER ONE:

ACCEP-E Oft PR. I UDEtT BEHAVICY

DE 1;r1

behavi:ir c?rected student(s), o-Yat tends

no:e7 reinforpd, please or :uc7ast positive fdback recnrLinq
nt behavIDr.

TLES C C,"----E&DRY ONE:

les ka:

'irmativy s hea: :1d/or smiles.

ts studen:- or back (o- other phys.:J nonverbal ge=lrc

acceotarde s__ as pl:,-ciag hard on s- :er or head c- stu nt,

puttinc rm nd stude-)C.*

lks (observed ea: inten for or purpos i, not an habit' nl

-vous twitch wF -n,wil fa w'thin t parameter of t-_

-sonal.moves-ca: . gory)

nces forc=inger end th_ toge:her K sicn).

:'-os.

ises e L.:rows ind/or smilos (and other -ff7--mative-sidnals).-,-**

r-cer:ber that the an /or rul,, aoplies here. r=t is to say, thot ny

r-- _rba1 bchav'ors Pacific to this cateco- will be considered

ivo examples whLther t-: ' De exhib!'ted --Pependently or in

"or :.xample, thd seventh a- cite listed in cntegor. one states

the teacher ' -aises e -;ts end/or smile_." Thcse two 5ehEviors

onc.1.: occur and be listed .7-ate1y if they ccur inc_-_pendent of each

-n time. Ir=od, S!-DU the teacher smi 3, shak his head

2" anc_-lap (2, S) at the same tf7a, yoJ woulc code this

:ingle pcsit instanr category one.

tht-. :aty-or- -stem f-or clarifi:. .ior of thi.s C;77 lOry

t, the orainn sysno
the or 7 nr v s-7,Ttm

)1
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CATF.GORY ONE CONTINUED

HEGATIVE EXAMPLES:

Some teacher behaviors that,d0 not ci to category one

The teacher;

1) negatively shakes his head.

2) frowns (at student).

3) prasents 'thumbs down sign".-c )ut"

4) turns away from the student v pc_ tive feedback is expected.

REMEMBER:

An inappropriate cr contradictor\ .._
,ation of behavior's such Ets,

the teacher smiles and shakes hi_ lecatively will not be

considered a positive instance o- _ :ategory. However, the

determination of any contradictic--- -ave to be based on the

verbal context in which it occurE_ s rule will apply to each

of 'the nine cate9ories coded.



1dUERS GUIDE

NCHVERBAL CLASSI-=ICAT ST7M

InRRY FR. MOTI: 1STE

3 3
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1

The purpos tt rai-'nc pr,:g-a--1 is to bLild experiments conf-derzt
c cccer- 35 t!--cy ancl/ the Love-Roderick categor
stem tc pracl :es anr tnen t s nsequent real life video nrcse--L-- ons
teacher class- nafior

7ive sub-cce :ncoroorated 41 n this purpose statemenz--thicy

') To pro /ic,

communicr

To familia
system.

_ ccders with -ing definition of nonverbal

cederq _se -f the Love-Roderick cc_ ory

To arswer auestions cccs_ r regarding thc uee of
this categc- aystem.

To provide cocers wi'th the n .y to apply the c7-Jtelor,,,

system td p7-7:1,ctice tapes (ce,, Le video tapes).

Tc provide cccers the opport to apply the category EJst-em
tc actual :eaching presentat:-7s.

(;) To achie% level .75 lr higher for
intra-coc J inter-coder 7on=iderce.4

After 4c-k.
Ind prszticL si7

7-71' C3ti72:gc-

warbal

GENERAL OP.jE:VE

tr-cugh thc traini-n video tape presentatio-
'oms, the coder will ch-e to distinguish, ichnt
fic teacher nonverna ohovior into one of nin_

7rom and Jessie A. Rode ck, "Teacher Nonvdrbal Corrrinication:
-he Development a- Field Test'ng of Awareness Unit," Theory inr.o
:1-actipe, 10 (Oct----ear 1971), 2-35-29

.471
r,---ccess. in Ed !... n,

'\ id The Rasa
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C CODER OEJECT riCE TAPES

Given th-..:e i :apa sequence, for eac- 7-actica session (each ten

seconds in -e-itf- coder will pc able :7 thcse nomerbal

b-ehaviors lf categori...3

1) Acc ses st.idert -ehavior-T

2) Dis-.),ay, haeas

3) Shc is 1- in st,Ident oenavior

h MoN3s t: c tate student-to-teaon=r i :erection**

Gi1:5 di- to studo-,ts

6' Shows aL:n-_--ity toward students

7 Focuses .st_eents attention on imp:Tr'anL poirts

C) Demcistr:: 5 -nd/or 11-ustretes

3) Per:PI-lel -7-tic-Is***

FROCE:JRES: CE TA7-ES

The trainer s-p!,.11: Le awa-e Of the co7abiities of this program and

shoulduti'ca the video tape p7ovided in ,-ecorciance with the following_

guidelines.

7) T':, 7.7,n1-%..- should be tcTrall H:h the coder's gu7de,

trainer's quidE., the codAng procs.ss, ond the video taped

:setations

2) T -ainer sould pro,Je ind vicua. coders with a coniplete

Cc s 71ulde. Coders ara to ne ins-o-uoTted to view the guide

rai cc-ys, on the'r own, to buccome 'amil ar wit- the

anal ins fr_tc., --s.

ow ng :hi- iritial contact 7:" 1-re Coder's Tuide, coders

_ld hee.: i '-. the trairer d'ac, ss the caT gories, the

c: no Procer,_ -as and the guide inc_s _- coding. Note, that

t sncu d b. a group meeting-ai.lvvontL-e to insu-e conformity in

_:ruoticr , T1 understanding. ( t suggested that coders should

v 4 same c the video tape ::- ...-ent :ions to further familia-ize

thrm wit- tne -ocess.)

4) -he purpose c- the secon:7 meetirg t- review material, definitions,

procedures ans' finally to becin practi codincc categor.y.

Cat.4cr;LIs from the oric 1.::;,e-Roderic-. system have been

collaa:-;eE due similarities.

Category four ,es slightly modified IL re;ad moves .--zo fapilitate student-

t-p-teeChe- instdc-jon rather than -..-Jcien-,-to-stuc-x-,t intc-!raction.

This category s adapted from Grant crld Hnnings, The Teacher Moves: An

hf iC17/erbal Activity.

35
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6) The video cassette p,rogram cortains :-rea ten-second sequences of
teacher nonverbal behavior. In all :ases, these sequences will
incluce both positive and negative exemplars for each category
presanted. Each secuehce should be viewed several times and
discussed in terms of :he applicable criterion. The coders will

then view the tape ana'n, this- tine identifying and classifying
teacher behaviors into the'r respective categories using the .

code sheets provided in the coder's gu:da.

7) A-fter each practice session, Coder's classifications are to be
.d:scussed and assess,ed for understandimg and accuracy.

3) le:aat the practice session (for a siingle category) until coders
ara 'amiliar with, ant understand the categoryand coding
pr=eedures. Once ccdc.rs have a strong gtsp o,f the category,
revidw by havina -cher recode the category several more times
chetkino for consistency and allowing 'or overlearning to occur.

9) Proccec with steps (5, 6, 7) for -each of the nrne.categories.

10) This is a tedious pr-tedure if contilued 'or too long a period
D: time without rest. Rest pe-ics shouc be provided during
each -;ession. IndeeJ. this training can be divided into a Iwo
or 0 e d27 period t-eugh it 's sug7o.sted that training takes
place n ocnsecLtive

11) Followi ti7a g:7oup training 5essic7, coders can practice or

code ycr final trezentation_ind'v7.: or as a group

prwide..:: the-trainer is present.

DEFIWT::17

Th,e.defini:'on of ronvbai conmunicatiehavior most applicable
to this task is: "any movement or-position o' the face and/or body."3

(e.g.,- eye contaat, facial expressions, postu-e, general body movement,
gestures, etc.)

SPE_ c CCDER OBJE,V.I:c. FINAL TAPE

-D'Iow.ng comp', hensTvc: tralninc2 c.ach category, coders

vl' b, able tr.- t-cs. nonverba" behav;ors illustrative of each

(z) the nine eategories, bs, only one ibE::egory at a time.

3The actual defihition stated tomes from: 7:7. Ekman and -14allace Friesen,

"The Reperroi7e of Nonver-bal 3ehavior: C.7:tagories, Origins, Usage and

Coding," Semiotica, I (15)59), 49.

3 6



TRAIUER GUIDELINES

In the effort to aid the coder, the trainer should follow these

cwidelines:

1) Allow coders to view the final tape several tines just to become

familiar with the content/context. Discussion of the tape should

accompany these viewings.

2) The final tape has ten-second sequences dubbed in verbally that

identify coding intervals similar to the practice tapes. The

coder is to then view the entire tape with his onl-y purpose being
to identify and code behaviors in category one "accepts or

praises student behavior" for each of the ten-second intervals.

The tape can be stopped at any tine to allow the coder to "catch

up" or to review any portion of the tape.

4) The coder should view the entire tape several times coding only

category one. (There is no limit to the number of times the

coder can view the tape.)

5) Upon completion of category one, the coder should begin category

two, three, etc., following steps (1-4).
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GROUND RULES FOR TALLYING THE LOVE-RODERICK
CATEGORiES OF TE;CHER NONVERBAL BEHAVIOR

1. A) value judgment is assigned to any nOnverbal behavior. Coders are
not to argue with or evaluate these motions, only identify and code
them.

2. Category seven is distinguished from category eight by looking at the
nonverbal behavior in terms of the "whole": If the nonverbal behavior
serves to focus the students' attehtion on one part of the whole, it
is category seven, as opposed to showing the student an entire concept
which is category eight. For example, if a teacher shoots a foul
shot for a croup of students this is tallied as category eight. While
if a teacher shows how to hold the ball for a foul shot, this is
focusing on only part of the total act and is tallied in category
seven.

3 A ten-second time interval will be Used for tabulation, e.g., at the
and of or during each ten-second interval you are to code the behaviors
observed at that time. !\t the end of each interval the machine may be
,stopped and if necessary the preceding interval of- time replayed.
(This applies to both practice tapes and real life tapes.)

A behavior is recorded by a ( ) on the tally sheet. A separate tally
should be recorded for each behavior observed. For example, if the
teacher 'accepts or praises student behavior' by smiling--'focuses
student attention on important points' by using a pointer and 'shows
authority toward students' by frowning, then three separate tallies
would be recorded--one for each category.

If the teacher simultaneously 'accepts.or praises student behavior' by
nodding head affirmatively while 'showina interest in student behavior'
by maintaining eye contact, then' a tally for. each category would be
recorded.

6. If a teacher uses simultaneously several moves ll belonging to the
same category then only one tally is recorded for that observation.

7. Any teacher behavior exhibited during a ten-second sequence is to be
noted once, e.g., if the teacher maintains eye contact throughout the
ten seconds it is recorded once. If the teacher has contact then
breaks it and returns to it all during the same time sequence, then
two tallies are made for eya contaot during that time interval.

A list of positive examples is provided for each behavior category.
Remember, that these are not the only possible answers/instances of
each.category. They are not inclusive.

If a behavior is initiated in one ten-second interval and is carried
forward into the next interval, then the behavior should be recorded
in the interval in which it began
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CATEGORIES: DEFINITIONS,

EXAMPLES AND RULES
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CATEGORY NUMBER ONE:

ACCEPTS OR PRAISES STUDENT BEHAVIOR*

DEFINIT1U,1:

Teecar beavior directed toward the stOdent(s), that tends to
er7ance, reinforce, please or suggest positive feedback regarding a
st.-Aent behavior.

POSITIV: EXEMPLARS OF CATE;ORY ONE:

Th, teacher:

smiles (at student). .

NOTE:

2) affirnatively shakes head and/or smiles.

3) pats student on the back (or other physical nonverbal gestures
of acceptance such as placing hand on shoulder or head of student,
or putting arm around student).**

4) winks (observed as intentional or purposive, not an habitual
or nervous twitch which will fall .within the parameter of the
personal moves catcgory).***

5) places forefinger and thumb together (A-OK sign).

6) claps.

7) raises eyebrow's and/or smiles (and other affirmative signals).****

Remember that the and/or rule applies here. That is to say, that
any nonverbal behaviors specific to this category will be considered
as positive examples whether they be exhibited independently or in
combination.

*
Category one and two from the original system have been collapsed due to
close similarities in definition.

**
Material in parentheses added. to the original category system for
clarj.fication of this cetegory.

* * *
Added to the original system.

*
**

*
Added to the original system. 4 0
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CATEGORY ONE CONTINUED

For example, the seventh attribute listed in category one states:
that the teacher "raises eyebrows and/or smiles." These two

behaviors could occur and be listed separateTy if they occur

independent of each other in time. Indeed, should the teacher

smile, shake his head affirmatively, and clap (2, 1, 6) at the

same time, you would code this as a single positive instance of

category one.

NEGATIVE EXEMPLARS:

Some teacher behaViors that do not conform to category one

The teacher:

1) negatively shakes his head.

2) frowns. (at student).

3) presents "thumbs down sjgn" or "you're Out" signal.

4) turns away from the student whgn positive feedback is expected.

REMEMBER:

An inappropriate or contradictory combination of behaviors such as,

the teacher miles-and shakes his head negatively will not be
eons-1-ercd a positive instance of this category. However, the

determination of any contradiction may have to be based on the verbal

context in which it occurs. This rule will apply to each of the nine

categories coded.

4 1
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CATEGORY NUMBER TWO:

DISPLAYS STUDENTS IDEAS

DEFINITION:

Any visual teacher behavior involving the ditplay of students
spoken; written or pl-Ctorial ideas.

POSITIVE EXEMPLARS OF CATEGORY TWO:

NOTE:

The teacher:

1). writes student's comments on the board.

2). puts student's work on bulletin board.

3), holds up a student paper or project and displays it to the
class members (and/or passes.it around the class).*

4) provides for nonverbal student demonstratien.

The and/or rule will also apply here. Should the teacher hold up
a student paper for display, then attaches it to the bulletin board,
this combination of (3, 2) will be coded as a positive instance of
category two. Again, these behaviors, if individually exhibited in
time, will also constitute positive instances.

NEGATIVE EXEMPLARS:

The case for category two

This category is somewha': unique, in that a coder must realize that
the teacher either does or does not display students' ideas. For

example, the teacher collects a student's work and simply discards
the work in the waste can. Obviously, this is not a display of the
student's ideas.

Added to the original system for clarification of this category.
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DEFINITION:

- 10-

CATEGORY NWBER THRZE:

-SHOWS INTEREST IN STUDENT BEN IOR

The teacher creates.an atmosphere tha displays interest in student

behavior.

POSITIVE EXEMPLARS OF CATEGORY THRE :

The teacher:.

--establishes and maint iris eye contact with.the student)..

NOTE:

In this categoy, the only positive inatance of this category
requires tha you the coder be able to observe the teacher's establish-
ment of eye contact with the student(s). For example, if a teacher
establish s eye contact with the student as opposed to mere
continu ion, maintains it for a moment (1.5-3.0 secondZTthen switches
his foCus to the group and maintains it for the required time; then
you ould code both of these positive instancrts as two separate
mo és within a given t!me interval.

ME TIVE EXEMPLARS FOR CATEGORY THREE:

Again, in this category, as with category two, the teacher either
does or does not establish and maintain eye contact with the
student(s). For instance, if"the instructor's eye contact is not
sustained but rather frequently and quickly broken, then it will be
considered a negative example.

,

*
Added to the original systum for clarification of this category.
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CATEGORY NUMBER FOUR:

MOVES TO FACILITATE STUDENT=TO-TEACHER INTERACTION

DEFINITION:

'

Those bodily 'Movements of the teacher that signal approaching as
opposed to/withdrawing behavior regarding students. I

Bodily moi/ements will be distinguished from simpler, ibmailer
gestures/of the hand, arms and neck. Embodied in the" critical

attribute of bodily movements are the requirements that the
teacher must make a major bodily shift in position, Such as
leaning forward; or must take at least one full stepinot just a
slight shift in position.

TIVE EXEMPLARS OF CATEGORY FOUR:

NOTE:

The teacher:

--physically moves into the position of a group member (steps
toward or away from the grouo-7for example, steps aWay from the
group (class)' in a geSture intended to "pull a respOnse"-from
the group) .*

The and/or rule also applies in this specific category as suggested
in the example stated above. Additionally, teacher moves in this
category will bp observed in a group orientation as opposed to the
teacher's move Oriented toward the single student. This individual
context will be coded within the limits of category seven.

NEGATIVE EXEMPLARS OF CATEGORY FOUR:

The teacher:

1) gestures (arm or hand wave) to the students signaling they move
closer to him. --

) physically Moves toward a single student_and/or kneels doWn by
his desk or leans over his shoulder:

Added to the original systeM for clarification of this categlry:
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CATEGORY NUMBER FIVE:

GIVES DIRECTIONS TO STUDENTS

DEFINITION:

The teacher intends to channel, elicit or direct student behavior.

POSITIVE EXEMPLARS OF CATEGORY FIVE:

The teacher:

1) Tr.dicates n reference PoirL or direction by pcing with the

hard.

2, 2) fzcuses urf:n a specified area or object.

3) ploys a :7-edeterminJ sisnal., such as raiskng hands for

udents stand up -.1s a band leader might do).*

.

4 '
rm: forward and beckons with his hands.

5; ,2 a student for answers.

Thc ::ication of the .and/or, rule for categorr five.can be described

in --,-. 'ollowing way: should the instructor poiht to the clock on

v,:ii be! "id the students., and/or focuses upon the Clock at the

7..r, time, :-hen this combination of movements, would be coded into

, s_cond example of this rule illustrates the teacher focusing on a

noisy student and holding his index finger to his lips, suggesting

quiet, or, the teacher could request the entire class to quiet down

with the same "shh" gesture. In this case both moves would be

illustrative of category five whether displayedsimultaneously or

separately.

_*
Added to original system for clarification:-
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CATEGORY FIVE CONTINUED

NEGAT(VE EXEMPLARS OF CATEGORY FIVE:

The teacher:

1) uses 4 poinmr or finger ine or illustrate materials.

2) enumerates points by showinc Er number of fingers (1, 2, 3).

3) walks toward the person or

4 6
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CATEGORY NUMBER SIX:

SNOWS AUTHORITY- -'2ARD STUDENTS

bEFINITION:

:chose behaviors intended to, or .di:ected toward exercising the

teacher's prerogatIve or influence.

POSITIVE EXEMN_ARS OF CATEGORY 3IX:

2) (within context 3f this ca:asory, the e contaci

,ed w' -ally b F Icriger -ation thar. hat whir:

was !scust-:__ ateg tilree)..r

,. 3) rai:_s eyebrows --rldfor frowns) .**

4) taps fcot (and/c shakes head negatively ).***

5) rolls book h tts,- desk.

6) walks or a.e.dy from tne deviant twhen interaction is

expccted.**

7) snaps fihgers

E :

The and/or rule becomes especialiy important fer category six. For

example, the third exemplar listed, "raises eyebrows" is also coded

in category one. However, what distinguishes the two behaVions is

the context of occurrence, Notice that categor' six is r-,rborned
with teacher authority as opporAo.d to "teacher p-oise" as ir cat-egory

one. For this reason, a combination such as, the teacher raises
his eyebrows ahd/or frowns could not be coded into category one, but
is illustr3tive crcategory six.

*
Added to original system to distin.q,uish between "types" of eye contact.

**
Added for clarification between c,tegories.

***
Added f.c. clarcation.

;:-%**
Aeded for.clarific6tion of existing category example.

*****y
Added,to denote "kind" of behavior.
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CATEGORY SIX CONTINUED

NEGATIVE EXEMPLARS OF '%7EGORY SIX:

The teacher:

7) 7oises eyobrows and smiles.

n' ,alks toward the.students.

:1 points to a student for a respons

-4) dis-,1-;: a student's project.

4 8
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CATEGORY NU1BER SEVEN:

FOCUSES STUDENT'S ATTEKION ON IMPORTAWr ?DINTS

DEFINITIV:

Those gesture,; or bodily.= -2111ent. of :he teacher intended to

reinforce, st7ess, or direc: the studen-t-s' thought§ or attention
to irportant objects, persons or ideas.

POSITIVE E-XEMPLW.: OF CATEGORY SEVEN:

NOTE:

Tha :eacher:

1) uses a pc.nter or f1r,oer.

2) walks tcHard the person or object.

3) taps on something -(tc draw attentfor to the object being tapped).*

4) thrusts lead forward.

5) thrusts arm forward.

6) employs a nonverbal move-)ent with a verbe" statement to give it

emphasis (reinfcrces numerical aspects by showing that number of

fingers).**

As in previous categories, positive rIstances of category seven may

be comprised of single teacher gestures and movements, or of

coMbjnations of these nonverbal behaviors listed. For example, the

teacher may simply point to an object such as a map or a model. On

the other hand, the teacher may take a step toward an object or person

and thrust his arm forward and toward the object (2, 5). Either of

these instances would be considered anC coded as examples of category

seven.

Added to original category syStem for clarification Of positive exemplar.

Removed from its original position in'Category five, altered in terms

of added examples and inserted in category seven because the nature of

,
the act'tends to reinforce or stress rather than give directions.

4 9



CATEGORY SEVEN CONTINUED

NEGATIVE EXEMPLARS OF CATEGORY SEtkEN:-

The teacher:

1) extends arms forwarL: and bec ns witi his hands.

2) gives directions to students.

3) turns away, ignoring a student. or otiect.

4) paces back and forth.

5) establishes and maintains eye contact.



CATEGORY NUMBER EIGHT:

DEMONSTRATES AND/OR ILLUSTRATES

DEFINITION:

Teacher nonverbal movements serving to clarify, exemplify or explain.

POSITIVE EXEMPLARS FOR CATEGORY EIGHT:

The teacher:

NOTE:

performS a phWcal skill.

2) manipulates materials and media (not for display purposes as
student'S w.6FklinLtrather for "how to" purposes).*

3) illustrates a verbal statement with a nonverbal action
(reinforces a discussion of "probability" by flipping a coin

ten times for heads'or tails).**

The and/or rule,has special implications for category eight as it

applies not only to positive examples, but also to the category

heading itself. It is important to realize that the terms
"demOnstrate and illustrate" imply defining or clarifying behavior
and not attention getting behavior as in category seven. That is,

often times the teacher may employ nonverbal behaviors such as

manipulating appropriate stience apparatus while discussing or
verbalizing a scientific principle in an effort to explain the-

instruments use. In this instance the movements would be classified

in category eight-.

NEGATIVE EXEMPLA S OF CATEGORY EIGHT:

The teacher:

1) holds up a student's paper.

2) pOints to 8 map on the wall.,

31 states the correct steps in operating a-film prOjector.
,

*
Added for clarification of existing system.

**
Added for clarification of existing system.
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CATEGORY NUMBER NINE:

PERSONAL MOTIONS.*

DEFINITION:

Personal motions of the teacher will be defined ai those moves that

are idicisyncratic. These moves are not purposive. That is, they

are .seldom exhibited with the intention to compliment the teacher

content but rather the motions are habits; nervous twitches, and

extraneous movements.

POSITIVE EXEMPLARS OF CATEGORY NINE:

The teacher:

1) scratches cheek.

2) rubs back of neck.

3) plays with clothing (preening behavior).**

4) puts hands in pockets (jingles change, keys).

5) paces.

6) plays with glasses.

7) folds hands or arms.

8) leans against rostrum or wall.

NEGATIVE EXEMPLARS OF CATEGORY NINE:

Any planned-conscious signals, or gestures designed or utilized

to direct, demonstrate, display or otherwise obtain a response

from students will constitute a ne9ative instance of category nine.

This category was adapted from Grant and Hennings, The Teacher Moves:

-An Analysis of Nonverbal Activity.

**
Included for clarification of existing category.
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SUMMARY

The purpose of this training is to build confidence and reliability
for the coders as they apply the Love-Roderick category system to practice
tapes and then to subsequent real life video presentations of teacher
classroom behavior.

Five sub-goals are incorporated within this purpose statement--
they are:

1) To Provide you with a working definitiOn of nonverbal communication.

2) To familiarize you with the .use Of the Love-Roderick category
systeM.

3) To answer any. questions you may have regarding the use of this
,.category system:

4) To provide you with the opportunitY to apply the category system
to practicetapes.

5) To provide you the opportunity to apply the category system to
actual teaching presentations.

GENERAL OBJECTIVE

After working through the training guide, video.tape presentation and
practice situations, the coder will be able to distinguish, identify and
cateaorize specific teacher nonverbal behavior into one of the nine nonverbal
categories studies.

:SPECIFIC CODER OBJECTIVES

Given three video tape sequences, for each practice session (eack.
ten seconds in length), the coder will be able to classify those nonverbal
behaviors illustrative of categories:

1) Accepts or praises student behavior
2) Displays students' ideas
3) Shows interest in-student behavior
4) Moves to facilitate student-to-teacher. ihteraction
5) Gives directions to students
6) Shows authoritytoward students
7) Focuses students' attention on important points
3) Demonstrates and/or illustrates
9) Personal motions

5 4



GROOD RULES FORTALLYW; THE LOVE-RODERICK
CATEGORIES OF TEACHER NC)nERliAL FEMVIOR

I. No value judgment is assigned to any nonverbal behavior. Coders are

not to argue with or evaluate these motions, only identify and code,

them.

9. Category seven is distinguished from category eight by looking at
the nonverbal behavior in terms of the 'whole': if the nonverbal

behavior serves to focus the students' attention on one part of the

whole, it is category seven, as opposed to showing the student an
entire concept which is category eight. For example, if a teacher

shoots a foul shot for a group of students, this is tallied as
cateaory eight. While if a teacher shows how to hold the ball for a
foul shot, this is focusing'on only part of the total act and is

tallied in category seven.

3. A ten second time interval will be used for tabulation, e.g., at the

end of or during each ten second interval you are to code the behaviors

observed at that time. At the end of each interval the machirie may be

stopped and if necessary the preceding interval of time replayed.

(This applies to both practice tapes and real life tapes.)

14. A behavior is recorded by a ( l'//) on the tally sheet. A separdre tally

should be recorded for each behaviorobserved. For example, if the

teacher 'accepts or praises student behavior' by smiling--'focuses

student attention on important points' by using a pointer and 'shows

authority toward students' by frowning, then three separate tallies

would be recorded--one for each category.

5. If the teacher simultaneously 'accepts or praises student behavior'

by nodding head affirmatively while 'showing interest in student

behavior' by maintaining eye contact, then a tally for each category

would be recorded.

6. If a teacher uses simultaneoUsly,several moves'all belonging to the

same Category then only one tallY is recorded for that observation.

7. Any teacher behavior exhibited during a ten second sequence is to be

noted once, e.g., if the teacher maintains eye contact throughout the

ten seconds it is recorded once. If the teacher has contact, then

breaks it and returns td it%all during the same 'time Sequence, then

two tallies are made for eye contact during that time interval.

3.A list of positive examples is provided for each behavior category.

Remember, that these are not the only possible answers/instances of

each category. They are not inclusive.
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GROUND RULES CONTINUED

3

//
/

The definition of nonverbal communication ehavior most applicable to

this task is: "any movement or positio of the face and/or the body."*
(e.g., eye contact, facial expressions, posture, general body movement,

gestures, etc.)

The actual definition stated comes from: Pa,:l Ekman and l!allace F-iesen,

"The Repertoire of Ilonverbal Gehavior: Categories, Origins, IP;lje,ond

Coding," Semiotica, 1 (169),

5 6
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CATEGORIES: DEFINITIONS,

EXAMPLES AND RULES
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CATEGORY NUM2ER OdE:

ACCPPTS OR PRAISES STUDENT DEHAVIOR

BEFINITIOM:

Teacher behavior directed toward the student(s), that tends to
enhance, reinforce, please or suggest positive feedback regarding '
student behavior.

POSITIVE EXAMPLES OF CATEGORY ONE:

The teacher:

1) smiles (at student).

2) affirmatively shakes head and/or smiles.

3) pats student on the back (or other physical nonverbal gestures
of acceptance such as placing hand on shoulder or head of
student, or putting arm around student).*

4) winks (observed as intentional or purposive, not habitual or
nervous twitch which will f111 within the parameter of the
personal moves category).**

5) places forefinger and thumb together (A-OK sicfn).

6) claps.

7) raises eyebrows.and/or smiles (and other affirmative sicnals),***

/.emember that tne and/or rule applies here. That is to say, that
any nonverbal behaviors specific to this category will be consic..re
S positive examples whether they be exhibited independeatly cr in
combination.

For example, the seventh attribute listed in category one states:
t",at the teacher "raises eyebrows and/or smiles." These two beh.tiars
could occur and be listed separately if they occur independent cf
each other in time. Indeed, should the teacher smile, shake his head
affirmatively, and clap (2, 1, 6) at the same time, you would c-v!e

this as a single positive instance of category one.

*Added to the original category system for clarification of hir...catagcry

**AdrJ to the original system

***Acided to the original system

5 8



CATEGORY ONE CC 7NUED

NEGATIVE

Some teachc7 behaviors thnt do no: conform to category one

The teacher:

1) negatively shakes his head.

2) frowns (at student).

3) presents "thumbs down sign" or "your out" signal.

turns away from the student when positive feedback is expected.

REMEX3ER:

An inappropriate or contradictory combination of behaviors such as,

the teacher smiles and shakes his head negatively will not be

considered a positive instance of this category. However. 4-

determination of any contradiction may have to be based oz: th,: verbal

context in which it occurs. This rule will apply_to each the nine

categories coded.
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CATEr:10aY WMBER

DISPLAYS STUDENTS IDEAS

DEFINITM:

Any visual teacher behavior involving the display of students
spoken, written or pictorial ideas.

POSITIVE EXAMPLES OF CATEGORY TWO:

The teacher:

1) writes student's comments on the board.

2) puts student's work on bulletin board.

holes up a student paper or project and displays it to the
class members (and/or passes it around the class).*

4) provides for nonverbal student demonstration.

.The and/or rule will also apply here. Should the teacher hol6 up a
student paper for display, then attaches it to the builetin bonrd,
this combination of (3, 2) will be coded as a positive instnnce of
category two. Again, these behaviprs, if individually exhibited in
time, will also constitute positive instances.

NEGATIVE EXAMPLES:

The case for category two

This category is somewhat unique, in that a coder must realize that
the teacher either does or does not display students' idea.l. For

example, the teacher collects a student's work and simply discards
the work in the waste can. Obviously, this is not a display of de.

student's ideas.

Added to the originarsystem for clarification of this category
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CATEGORY NUtIBER THREE:

SHOWS !NTEREST IN STUDENT BEHAVIOR

DFFINITION:

The teacher creates an atmosphere that displays interest in student

behavior.

POSITIVE EXAMPLES OF CATEGORY THREE:

The teacher:

--establishes and maintains eye contact (with the student).

NOTE:

In this category, the only positive instance of this catego-y

requires that you the coder be able to nbserve the teacher's establish-

ment of eye contact with the student(s). For example, if a teacher

establishes eye contact with a student, maintains it for a moment

(1.5-3.0 seconds), then switches his focus to the group and maintains

it for the required time; then you would code both of these positive

instances as two separate moves within a given time interval.

NEGATIVE EXAMPLES FOR CATEGORY THREE:1

Again in this cateoory, as with category two, the teacher either

does or does not establish and maintain eye contact with the

student(s). For instance, if the instructor's eye contact is not

sustained but rather frequently and quickly broken, then it will be

considered a negative example.
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CATEGORY NMBER FOUR:

MOVES TO FACILITATE STUDENT-TO-TEACHER INTERACTION

DEFINITION:

Those bodily movements of the teacher that signal approaching as

opposed to withdrawing behavior regarding studeAts.

Bodily movements will be distinguished from simpler, smaller
gestures Of the hand, arms and neck. Embodied in the critical

attribute of bodily movements are the requirements that the teacher

must make a major bodily shift ir position, such as leaning forward;

or must take at least one full step, not just a slight shift in

position.

POSITIVE 1XAMPLES OF CATEGORY FOUR:

The teacher:

--physically moves into the position of a group member (steps

toward or away from the group--for example, steps away from the

group (class) in a gesture intended to "pull a response" from

the group) .*

NOTE:

The and/or rule also applies in this specific category as suggested

in the example stated above. Additionally, teacher moves in this

category will be observed in a group orientation as opposed to the

teacher's move oriented toward the single student. This individual

context will be coded within the limits of category seven.

NEGATIVE EXAMPLES OF CATEGORY FOUR:

The teacher:

1) gestures (arm or hand wave) to the students signaling they move .

closer to him.-

2). Physically moves toward.a single student and/or kneels down by

his_desk or leans over his shoulder.

Added to the original system for clarification of thit category
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CATEGORY NUMBER FIVE:

GIVES DIRECTIONS TO STUDENTS

DEFINITION:

The teacher intends ;:o channel,. elicit or direct student behavior.

POSITIVE EXAMPLES OF CATEGORY FIVE:

The teacher:

1) indicates a reference point or direet7-n by nintine wLh the hand.

NOTE:

2) _cuses upon a specified area or object.

3) employs a predetermined signal, such as raising hands for students

to stand up (as a band leader might do).*

4) extends arms forward and beckons with his hands.

5) points to a student for answers.

The application of the and/or rule for category five can be described

in the following way: should the instructor point to the clock on the
wall behind the students, and/or focuses upon the clock at the same
time, then this combination of movements would be coded into category
five.

A second example of this rule illustrates the teacher focusing on a
noisy student and holding his index finger to his lips, suggesting
quiet, or, the teacher could-request the entire class to quiet down
with the same "shh" gesture. In this case, both moves would be
illustrative of category five whether displayed simultaneously or

separately.

NEGATIVE EXAMPLES OF CATEGORY FIVE:

The teacher:

1) uses a pointer or finger to outline or illustrate materials.

2) enumerates points by showing that number of fingers (1, 2, 3).

3) walks tower:: the person or object.

6 3
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CATEGORY NUM3ER SIX:

"SHCWS AUTHORITY TOVARD STUDENTS

DEFINITION:

Those behaviors intended to, or directed toward, exercising the

teacher's-prerogative or influence.

POSITIVE EXAMPLF7 -EGORY

The 'teacher:

1) frowns.

2) stares (within the context of this category, the eye contact

involved will generally be of lonaer duration than that which

was discussed in category three).*

3) raises eyebrows (and/or frowns).**

4) taps foot (and/or shakes head negativelN,

. 5) rolls 'he dc-:,

NOTE:

6) walks or looks away from the deviant ,nteraction is

usually expected,L---

7) sn s fine s H1

The and/or rule becomes especially important for category six. For

example, the third exemplar listed, "raises eyebrows" is also coded

in category one. However, what distinguishes the two behaviors is

the context of occurrence. Notice that category six is concerned with

teacher authority as opposed to "teacher praise" as in category one.

For this reason, a combination such as, the teacher raises his eyebrows

and/or frowns could not be coded into category one, but is illustrative

of category six.

Added to original system to distinguish between "types" of eye contact

**
Added for clarification between categories

***
Added for clarification

****
Added for clarification of existing category example

/

*****
Added to denote "kind" of behavior 64



_CATEGORY SIX CONTINUED

NEGATIVE EXAMPLES FOR CATEGORY SIX:

The teacher:

1) r-aises his eyebrows and smiles.

2) walks toward the studo7-.:s.

3) points to a student for a response.

4) displays a studenl:'s project.
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CATEGORY NUMBER

FOCUSES STUDENT'S ATTENTION CN WORTANT POINTS

DEFINITION:

Those gestures or bodily movements of the teacher intended to
reinforce, stress, or diract the students' thoughts or attention
to important objects, persons or ideas.

Pf..ITIVE EXAMPLES OF CATEGORY SEM:

The teacher:

1) uses a pointer or finger.

2) walks toward the person or object.

3) taps on something (to draw attention to the object being tapped).*

4) thrusts head forward.

5) thrusts arm forward.

6) employs a nonverbal movement with a verbal statement to give it

emphasis (reinforces numerical aspects by showing that number of

fingers).**

NOTE:

As in previous categories, positive insconees of category seven may
be comprised of single teacher gestures and movements, or of

combinations of those nonverbal behaviors listed. For example, the

teacher may simply point to -n object such as a map or a model. On

the other hand, the teacher may trke a step toward an object or person

and thrust his arm forwar:I 3nc; toward the object (2, 5). Either cr

these instances would be considered and coded as examples of category

seven.

Added to original category system for clarification of positive exemp7a.-

**
Removed from its original position in category five, altered ;n termr .

of added examples and inserted in categorY seven because the nature of

the act tends to reinforce or stress rather than give direhtions

6 6



C,:TEGOlY SEVEN CO!,ITINUED

NEGATIVE EXAMPLES OF CATEGCRY ,2EVE's:

the teacher:

1) extends arms forward and beckons witn his hands.

2) gives directions to students.

3) turns away, ignoring a student or object.

4) paces '.-3ck and forth.

5) establishes and maintains eye conta:7.t.



CAFEGOR't AMBER LIGHT:

DEMOSTRATES AND/OR ILLUSTRATES

DEFINITION:

Teacher nonverbal movements serving to clarify, exemplify or explain.

POSITIVE EXAMP' -5 FOR CATEGORY-E1GHT:

NOTE:

The teacher:

1) performs a physical skill.

2) manipulates materials and redia (not for display purposes as
"students' work" but rather for "how to" purposes).*

3) illustrates a verbal statement with a nonverbal action
(reinforces a discussion of "probability" by flipping a coin

ten times for heads or tails).?':*

The and/or rule has special implications for category eight as it
applies not only to positive examples, but also to the category
heading itself. It is important to realize that the terms
"demonstrate and iilustrate" imply defining or clarifying behs,vior
and not attention gctting behavior as in category seven. That is

often times the teacher may employ-vouverbal behaviors such as
manipulating approp-iate science apparatus while discussing or
verbalizing a scientific principle in an effort to explain tj.e

instruments use. In this instance the movemerts would be classified

in category eight.

NEGATIVE EXAMPLES OF CATEGORY E!CHT:

The teacher:

1) holds up a student's paper.

2) points to a map on the'wall.

3) states the correct steps in operating a film. projector.

* I

Added for clarification of existing system

-/
** '

Added for clarification of existing system
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CATEOCY NUMBER NiNF:

PERSONAL MOTIOS*

DEFINITION:
j

Personal motions of the teacher will b.?. 'cfined 3s those Moves that

are idiosyncratic. These moves are not purposive. That is, they

are seldom exhibited with the intenti to communicate (habits,

nervous twitches, extraneous movemen s).

POSITIVE EXAMPLES OF CATEGORY MINE:

The teacher:

1) scratches cheek.

2) rubs back of neck.

3) plays'with clothyng (preening behiwior ).**

4) putS hands in/ockets (jingles ch3ge,,keys

5) paces.

6) plays wi h glasses.

7). folds ands or arms.

3) I s- against roStrum or. wall..

NEGATIV EXAMPLES OF CATEGnRY NINE:

,ny planned-conscious tAgnals, or gestureS-designed or utilited to

/ direct, demonstrate, display or otherwise obtain a response from

students will constitute a negative instance of category nine.

.1

This category was adapted c;.01,1 Grant and Hennings, The Teacher Moves:.

An Analysis of Nonverbal Activity.

**
included for clarification of existing category
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